Objectives
The aplication is designed to
offer a file system wich can be
access by all the employees of a
company
Easy acces to files to wich
the user has writing/searching
rights
Reducing the time spent
with solving requests by instantaneous transfer of the documents modified by the operator
Raising efficiency of the
company’s data flow and an
easy method of tracking the
flow of solving documents.
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Archive all, find everything
GreenDocs is an IT solution that creates electronic
archives with a secured- access to documents. The files
existing in the archive are
accessible 24h/7 to all authorized persons. The access to documents is continuously monitored, thus the
administrator may find anytime what files have been
consulted or loaded.

The application has
as well a file–searching
engine, which enables
an easy-finding of any
file on the basis of several criteria such as: virtual labels, the type of
document etc. Furthermore, it also allows the
checking of an access
log of a document existent in the archive.
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The advantages of using
GreenDocs

“User friendly, easy
to learn, very fast”



It excludes the human- error factor.



Higher productivity, faster execution speed.



Maximum security for the access to the archive.



The fluidization of the company’s activity.



Reduction to minimum of waiting time.



A diminish in operating costs.

Product’s description
“An
application
that could
really help
your company
to have an
organized and
well-secured
archive”

« Intui-

1.

The client accesses the web application and submits a
request.

2.

The request is printed, processed and taken by the operator in the case of a positive answer.

3.

The operator scans the approved document.

4.

The scanned document arrives on the server where it
will be diverted to the archiving application.

5.

If any operator is interested, he can later visualize the
document.

Functions

tive commands,
pleasant
graphic
interface »

Loading

documents.

Searching
Sections
Audit

documents.

and document-type configuration.

log.

Authorizations

for users, roles and groups.

Useful details of the application
Search after :

Adding new information:

- Document’s name;

- document’s name

- Author;

- document’s type
- description

- Labels;

- labels separated by commas ;

- Register date;
Document search
The
possibility
of
search restricted to
the folders designated
to the user’s role.

Solicitant

- Last modification;

Selecting the section where
the upload is desired will be
done according to the current
user roles.

Display of the found docs:
- document’s name; section
- version, last modification.

Aplicatie
Printare

Procesare

Document

Operator

Scaner

Scaner

Scaner

“An efficient
workflow,
fast and
very simple
to access by
any user”

Vizualizare

Arhivare
Vizualizare

Server

Vizualizare

Document configuration


Editing the type of document that can be loaded in a certain archive section.



Sections’ configuration (pyramid type).



Adding new sections (folders and subfolders).



Automatically copy of the initial authorization of the parent
section.

“Multiple configuration of the
documents from the archive”

Audit log and authorizations
Audit log:


A completely transparent users’ management.



The type of action performed by any user in the
network.



Complete data historic: hour, date, author, IP.



The users can see only the documents they have “Complete
manageaccess to; access is permanently monitored, the ment of users and of
company’s management has the possibility to see
the security system”.
the documents that have been consulted, when they
were consulted and by whom.

Authorizations :


There can be created rights for any type of network user.



Complete management of the security system, in terms of passwords.



The mandatory password change at a certain timespan.



Adding or erasing a user.



Administer and adding roles to different sections of the archive.



The management of different groups of users assigned to different section
of the aplication
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We are a young and dynamic team
of IT&C specialists, that has proven
its values in the conducted projects
and that is ready to make the next
step. Out team consist of sotware
developers, SAP consultants, electronic engineeers and researchers in
the field of artificial intelligence.

